Edmund Burke, but the same Anglo-Irish milieu that produced Burke also produced Maria Edgeworth, who offered a rather different reading of national identity in the same period. Her writings on Ireland, especially her early Irish tales, offer an important rearticulation of Burkean local attachment and philosophical cosmopolitanism to produce an understanding of the nation as neither tightly bordered (like nations based on historical premises such as blood or inheritance) nor borderless (like those based on rational notions of universal inclusion). Edgeworth's own Anglo-Irish allegiance is central to this project, but her effort to rethink nationness makes her more than the colonial writer who tends to figure in much current criticism.
3 Herself both immersed in continental Enlightenment thought and personally affected by the nationalist upsurge of the 1798 Rebellion, she used her writing to reconsider the meaning of the denomination 'Anglo-Irish'.
4 And through her interrogation she reinterpreted both cosmopolitan and national definitions of belonging so as to reconstitute 'Anglo-Irish' less as a category than as an ongoing mediation between borders.
5
In the Reflections on the Revolution in France, Burke attempted to increase the political distance between England and revolutionary France by presenting the English nation as a historical continuity. The nation becomes the organic culmination of history: hereditary rank and inherited property preserve the constitutional freedoms enjoyed by the English people, a 'patrimony derived from their forefathers'. 6 Burke couples this notion of historical continuity with affinity to place, the rudimentary 'germ' of public affection (97). As we saw in Chapter 1, national identity begins with local attachment and extends outward, encompassing neighbourhood, province, and ultimately nation. In order to reinforce the point, Burke draws on the vocabulary of familial relations: 'In this choice of inheritance we have given to our frame of polity the image of a relation in blood; binding up the constitution of our country with our dearest domestic ties; adopting our fundamental laws into the bosom of our family affections; keeping inseparable, and cherishing with the warmth of all their combined and mutually reflected charities, our state, our hearths, our sepulchres, and our altars' (84). Kinship -'relation in blood' -ensures the historical continuity that defines the English nation. It is also the departure point for the series of social relations that compose national affection: 'We begin our public affections in our families' (244). By troping national identity as an inheritance, specifically 'an inheritance from our forefathers', Burke activates the standard conflation of political and domestic in the period to create a self-enclosed England (81). If nationness is historical continuity perpetrated though local attachment, then French nationality has been upset first by the cosmopolitan philosophy
